
It says “Here began the post-industrial revolution—the
technological revolution”

Continue along the West Bank path passing a
succession of new industrial units on your left. The
West Bank path has been constructed over the past 15
years as-and-when re-development of the industrial
sites has allowed. After about ¾ mile you reach
Mossops Creek and the first of two bridges �.

Having crossed the Creek using bridge � (left) you may
cross the Lee using the second (� right) to reach the
eastern tow-path. Whilst both east and west paths are
dual-use with cycles too, at present the eastern path
has more cycle traffic.

To continue on the West Bank path, fork right having
crossed Mossops Creek and rejoin the canal-side until you
reach the last kissing gate at the northern end, just over a
mile from the start �. The path now passes between
industrial units to reach Millmarsh Lane. Turn left and
follow the road until it turns left and take Walcot Road to
the right. By continuing along Millmarsh Lane you reach
Mollison Avenue where you can take the 491 bus back to
the start, or walk to Green Street for the 191 and 307.

Walcot Road is a cul-de-sac and at the end a
footpath/cycle way continues northwards past Greg’s
bakery. It soon crosses Brancroft Way and passes the
site of the Brimsdown power station on the right and
the Enfield sub-station on the left. Brancroft Way
follows the course of once extensive railway sidings
which supplied coal to the power station as well as
serving the heavy industry of Brimsdown, now gone.

Having passed the sub-station, the path emerges onto the
Prince of Wales Field. Continue northwards to reach the
London Loop, which crosses left to right, about 2 miles
from the start �. Turn right to find Enfield Lock and the
121 or 491 bus, or left to follow the London Loop,
eventually to Turkey Street station in about ½ mile.

A network of footpaths has now been created by LBE in
the north-eastern corner of the Borough using Section
106 monies, allowing the walker to explore the industrial
heart of our region. Sadly at the current time the Council
have no budget or plans to promote these paths, despite
spending considerable amounts on their creation,
including two substantial bridges at Mossops Creek.

The latest part of the network was opened in May
2022, with the completion of an 8-yard ‘missing link’
connecting the Lee Navigation West Bank path to the
existing cycle/footpath which passes under Lea Valley
Road at its junction with Mollison Avenue. It took LBE

16 months to complete this last link.

Here we describe walking from the start of the West
Bank path to Enfield Island Village, approximately
2  miles (to Enfield Lock), though as you can see from
the map overleaf there are alternative options.

Start at the pedestrian crossing over Mollison Avenue
at its junction with the roundabout. Take the cycle
path, � (left) sign-posted to Chingford. Just before it
passes under Lea Valley Road turn left and cross the
new section of path � (right) to reach the West Bank
path. This follows a water channel on the right and the
boundary of the newly constructed Beavertown
Brewery on the left, eventually reaching a pair of metal
kissing gates �.

It is regrettable to find the gates which prevent the
path being used by mobility scooters and wheel-chairs.
The Society has raised this with the Council, but they
are currently refusing to make any changes.

At this point you can walk up the road to find the
remains of the Ediswan Building. It is, perhaps,
disappointing to find so little remaining of this
important 1890 site, � right. A blue plaque explains
that here Sir Joseph Swan invented the electric lamp,
Sir James Dewer invented the vacuum flask and
Professor Ambrose Flemming invented the diode valve.






